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the atmosphere there., 
0.0 abstract 
In China's urbanization progress, the encroachment of 
farmlands and local villages has already been seen 
as "the procedure". However, such a cliche means 
of "urbanizing the undeveloped" would only give rise 
to many difficult problems： green thirst, increase in 
pollution, social exclusion, local unemployment, and 
etc, which have all been experienced by the previous 
newly urbanized zones, like Shenzhen. These 
are just to be endured in return by the urbanites 
themselves. Has life become better under the so-
called "upgrading movement", or has it become 
worse? The first step of the urban sprawl practice 
has already gone wrong - farmland should not be 
sacrificed within the urbanization plan! 
This thesis attempts to integrate farming into the 
new urbanism - taking farming as an anchor to 
amalgamate the existing local culture and social 
network with the incoming populations and activities 
to brew a socially cohesive and low carbon living 
opportunity as an alternative means to the accustomed 
urbanization. 
That is, the FARMERLAND. 
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site background 
廣佛同城 about the site 
The establishment of Guangzhou-Foshan Integration Planning 
廣佛同城化發展規劃 has embarked the merging of the two 
mega cities in Pearl River Delta. The integration requests rapid 
devel叩ment of several in-between locations： Liwan-Nanhai 荐灣一 
南海 and Punyue-Shunde 番禺-順德 .Economy, transportation 
and environmental control would be the key developments of 
these locations to create a fluid connection between Guang-Fo. 
Under the integration, the administrative and economic strength of 
Guangzhou and Foshan will be much elevated. Guang-Fo is the 
first step fo the ambitious plan of mega-clustering the six big cities 
in Pearl River Delta to transform into the largest Asia Megalopolis. 
je of Nanhai, is planned to 
demonstrate the integration. 
Sanshan, locates at the eastern 
be one of the first model sites 
Sanshan, with its critical location next to the new Guangzhou 
train station, will receive 7179 visits per day in 2010\ which is 
expected to accelerate when more railways are opened. The site 
sits in-between Guang-Fo and is proposed to be the business 
sub-center for these two main centers. The site is currently a门 
extensive land with a few villages, factories, a logistic port and a 
main portion of farmland. As described in the official zoning plan, 
most of the lands will be developed into residential and commercial 
use in the future. Therefore, the way how the site of similar kinds 
can be urbanized would be a worth studying topic as an insight 
for the future development of the Pearl River Delta. 
1 南 海 三 山 - 秣 岳 地 區 發 屐 策 格 研 究 , 中 山 大 學 地 理 科 學 與 規 劃 學 院 
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strategic zoning of Sanshan 
what is the real greeni 
Under the guiding principle about sustainable developments 
delivered by the national leaders, most of the projects are 
green-framed in every province to compete for their own stand. 
these projects happen on the background of urbanizing 
the suburbs, they usually adopt "the urbanizaition procedure"： 
upgrading every aspects of the area to a "standard" modern city 
structure by introducing estate investment, commercial trading, 
high-end residential and luxury touristic resort, to establish the 
economical Utopia. Labeling with the eco-brand, it fits perfectly 
for capital sector of the middle and upper class. The whole 
package sounds graceful, however, in most of the circumstances, 
化e local farmers and villagers are sacrificed for the benefits of 
the development. The formation of numerous urban villages and 
their consequential problems has proved of such. The social 
susta丨nability is always left out of the sustainable agenda. In 
addKion, the demolition of all the farmlands with a supplementary 
replacement of green parks is so much to the superior surface 
that they only serve as leisure green. The original living which is 
so dose to the nature practiced by the local farmers and local 
villagers can no longer be sustained. The green gets further away, 
the green life gets also further away. 
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four major train stations in China 
B most important train station in Guangzhou 
xpress rail routes connecting major cities 
compelling factors for an alternate urbanization 
the procedure consequence I - drastic decrease in farmland 
Originally, nearly 60% of Sanshan (1453 ha) was farmlands. 
After the establishment of the integration plan, the farmlands above 
River Luweiqiao 槽尾攝水道 have all been collected, leaving 
only with 30% of farmland. The farmers could only move into the 
relocating housing. In the near future, after the accomplishment 
of the plan, all the farmlands will be gone leaving the villages 
to be surrounded by the concrete forest. This can be made 
with reference to the developmment near the Guangzhou Train 
Station. It gives immediate environmental and social impacts： 
loss of carbon-fixing capacity of the site despite the boost in 
CO2 emission； the social exclusion and unemployment of the 
unprivileged locals. The thirst for a green breath by the urbanites 
also starts from this. 
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Integrat ion Planning 
Future urbanizat ion 
an isolated urban vi l lage 
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growing plant 
release < fix 
fruiting plant 
release < fix 
mature plant 
release = fix 
the procedure consequence II - boosting of C02 emission 
The villages in Sanshan are currently active with agricultural and 
industrial production. Once site is developed, the main economical 
activity would be commercial, tourism and logistic. The GDP of 
the area will be highly increased together with the average living 
quality of the people accomodating on site. The boosted population 
and the rapid urbanization of Sanshan will bring about drastic 
impact to the environment. As shown in the graph explaining 
the proportional growing relatinoship between GDP^ and C02^ 
emission per capita in China, the future increase in GDP of the 
site will certainly bring along with a high COP contribution. 
Despite of this, the percentage of green area preserved in the site 
has decreased. The original farmland occupying 60% of the site 
area will be restrucled to public greenery occuping 40% of the site 
area. These greenery are designed to be green park, vegetation 
along main roads and promenades. It is studied that crops in 
farmland could actually fix more carbon and plantations in park. 
[ ca rbon f ix ing per fo rmance ]^ Carbon is fixed into plant 
through the process of photosynthesis. Since carbon is fixed by 
photosynthesis, the fixation performance is significant only for 
plants with an increase in blomass, i.e. growing and fruiting. Their 
respiration rate is smaller than pholosynthetic rate. Therefore, there 
is a net CO2 consumption. AKhough large plants have higher 
carbon fixing ability, shorter cycle of plant growing, like crop-
growing, is more advantageous to carbon fixation in long term. 
[ c a r b o n a s y i e l d c a t a l y s t ] Growth experiments^ have shown 
that the higher concentration of atmospheric CO2 can facilitate 
pholosynthetic rate to increase biomass of plants. Among the 
plants, food crops have shown an appreciable amount of growth. 
Practicing farming in the C02-rich urban context is a mutual 
benefitial to both the vegetation and 丨he city. 
The replacement of farmland by urban parks reduces the fixing 
capability of the site. In addition to the elimination of the possible 
low carbon farm life, an acceleration in global warming could only 
be the final destiny. 
-International Comparisons, University of Pennsylvania 
Institute, cait.wri.org 
and Forbes C 1997), Urban nature conservalion, Spon. London 
Kimball, B. A. ( 1983) Carbon Dioxide and Agricultural Yield： An Assemblage 
and Analysis of 770 Prior Observations, WCL Report 14, Water Conservation 
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the procedure consequence III - social exclusion 
Sanshan is now left with less than ten thousand farmers, who 
makes up 22% of the Sanshan population. Most of them are living 
in Linyue Village 林岳村 and working in the surrounding farms. 
Currently, the main agricultural products are plants, vegetables and 
livestocks, with a small portion of fruits and fishes. These are 
profitable crops, and yet perishable. The major markets are either 
local or in the nearby districts. 
Under the farmland collection procedure, those landlords among 
the farmers will be compensated for the loss of land. Since 
their primitive profession is farming and most of them are not 
well educated, they are lack of skills to find jobs in the urban 
employment. As a result, many of them become surplus labour: 
they are capable of working but stay jobless either because of 
living on the compensation or simply unemployed. These farmers 
will most likely to stay at home to reduce the expenses for any 
potential economic deprivation. This gradually leads to detachment 
from the social networks. The percentage of these people is 
significant. In the precedent case of Ruibao Village in Haizhu 
District 海珠區瑞宝村 in Guangzhou center, the employment rate 
is only 227o-27%\ Moreover, Guang-Fo integration will certainly 
propel an influx of rural population, mostly former-farmers, to add 
competitions to this employment sector. 
Studies Wei and Yan (2002) 
villages in the Pearl River De 
Guangzhou', Youth Studies, pp 
"subjective surplus 
of Ruibao Village, 
rich 
-23, 38 
Current population in Sanshan 




Farming as an environmental transquillzer 
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farming an opportunity 
the urban potential of farmland is yet to be exploited 
The conventional farming in the countryside works only for 
production, and probably household biological recycle. The 
amalgamation of farming and the urban context is yet new and 
the potential is in exploration in many projects. The potential to 
be explored in this thesis ties on its environmental and social 
contribution to the urban setting. 
[ a n e n v i r o n m e n t a l t r a n s q u i l i z e r ] Population growth and 
urban development means a drastic uplift of many environmentally 
unfavourable impacts： traffic, fuel consumption, sewage, solid waste 
and etc. With modern technology and collaboration, farming can 
perform as a recycle machine to transform pollutants into useful 
materials, including food and even energy. Many of these impacts 
can be suppressed for the advangtage of the global environment 
and climate. In addition, it is a city green in itself, while provides 
a platform for the interchange among different biological systems. 
[ a social in teract ion ca ta lys t ] The current population in 
Sanshan mainly lies within the middle and working classes. As 
the positioning of Sanshan tends to be high-end, it is expected 
to have an influx of both the rural population and the middle-lo-
upper class. Effective social interactions between classes become 
important as for such a mix. 
Farming is a bodily language just like spots, that can also become 
the common language among the educated ones, average urbanites 
and villagers, and conventional farmers through coorperations and 
exchange of knowledge and skills. 
It has been worked out in many situations that farming activities 
are effective in providing a stable social platform for various groups 
to interact It is also used as a media to build a communiity within 
a neighbourhood by means of allotment garden and community 
hgarden in the West. Day by day. a shared value will 
tie on their inter-personal relationships. 
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the alternate urbanization 
Replacing farmland was once the first procedure in the urbanization 
schedule. This thesis is suggesting that such a procedure should 
not necessarily be the case. Farming has its unique potential and 
mission in the new sustainable agenda for a 21st-century city. 
This thesis attempts to integrate farming into the new urbanism - Taking farming as an instrument, an alternate lifestyle is composed through living green and enjoying green. By coordinating 
farming into many aspects of living, a low carbon and socially cohesive culture is brewed upon the local livelihood to 
establish a sustainable means of urbanization beyond the accustomed ones. 
That is, the FARMERLAND - the land to farm; the land for fanners. 
f f a r m e r l a n d ] Farmers create food and materials from ground with 
their own hands. They utilize materials available from both the 
nature and wastes to produce. They live in the nature, assisted 
by the nature and know about the nature, by heart and soul. This 
is the att tude to be pursued in the farmerland. . v 
4 
On this land, people becomes farmers to live at the closest: to the 
nature by integrating every aspects of living. With farming： from 
the bas c consumption and discharge to personal pursuit of- social! 
leisure and knowledge. Farming becomes 
between farmers of all' kinds regardless 
social background 1o'create.ja harmonized 
farrrlflo'd, Mhe farmerland, 
lable ‘ ecosystem a 扭 
:S6nsfited arid； tta 
；敏¥？^树M 
； 
henceforward so as to catch up with the recent trerv 
living； raised in the； urban. It can revitalize the existim、 
situate in (he ,newi urbar^^setting On the other hand, theiurbdnile'i 
would s e e l l U m ^ c j a^s an alternate to the monoton^^^i 
lifestyle: In village and urban are pulled together 
？to form a social and ecological sustainable community. 
In the last decade, Jane Jacobs argued that cities preceded 
agricultureV However, in ths era, agriculture may become the 
^breakthrough for a city to step ahead the others. 
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research 2.0 I C b C c L X C l l ： farming in social potential . farming in energy potential . farming in water 
potential . farming practice . case study . density study 
Biological farm village 










Walsall Road Allotments, Birmingham, UK 
Farmland 
Clubhouse 
Events and activities 
Training workshop 
individuality 
Commercial leisure farm 
Chen Village Flower World. Shunde, CN 
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extension of farming in social potentia 
types of urban farm 
Unlike the conventional farm, urban farming always has 
layers of meanings beyond production. It is evolved into 
including：-
types 
Commercial leisure farm 
Production is still its major activtiy, while tourism is promoted 
to increase revenue. 
Biological farm village 
Production is stilt its major activtiy with a mix of tourism and 
local village. It highly recycle the waste from the accomodation 
into farm resources. 
Community-supported agriculture (CSA) 
It is the conventional farms with urbanite shareholders. Money 
and crop product are returned as profit. A close personal 
relationship between farmer and shareholder is built upon 
business partnership and occasional visits. 
4. Garden exchange 
This programme is prevailing in Vancourver, where the residents 
would invite garden lovers (who might not have place to do 
gardening) to do farming for them at their home garden. The 
harvest would be shared by both units. 
5. Allotment garden 
It is a piece of land in the urban context divided into regular 
lots and rented to neighbourhoods to do farming. 
6. Community garden 
It is a common land shared by an urban neighbourhood. It 
requires collective effort from to farm and garden for social, 
sharing and visual appreciation. 
For the allotment and community garden, it aims for a social 
bonding among neighbourhoods. They can be classified into 
two types regarding to their target audiences. One is for the 
disadvantaged groups, such as the immigrants, the disabled, 
single-parent family and the elderly. It aims for a re-connection to 
the social network and reduction on food expenses. The other one 
is for the neighbourhood pleasure and beaulification. Many of them 
are started from self-initiation to utilize nearby vacanl lots within 
the city. It helps to create stronger bond between neighbourhood. 
To conclude, from the intention of the farms, they can be graded 
into four levels of achievement. From the basic of production, it 
can combine with ecology to give a global resposibility to farming. 
Further, K can integrate with leisure and culture activities to added 
value to the farm. At the most advanced level, production is no 
longer the stem, but the building of communal relationship. At 
this point, the previous characteristics of production, ecology and 
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er-urban ile The 
the units and events lo maintain the communal 
It is not cohesion. Since participation is 
lough for voluntary, it is more efficient to sustain 
the interpersonal relationship. 
A hybrid of fa rm type 
mixed plantation 
mixed farm types 
mixed farm size 
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The farm has fully manipulated the 
possible eco-integration between 
human and nature through energy and 
waste cycle. However, no intention 
is placed onto farmer-urbanite 
connection. 
community-building farm 
Communily-buildling farm is normally applied for social needs, and 
hence, it is often located within residential areas. The size of it 
is usually smaller than those for other purposes as it requires 
an optimal defined area to give a sense of confinement for a 
group of people to feel bounded and belonging to. Therefore, it 
is rather difficult to have one farm type lhat could unify a big 
population. Rather, a hybrid of farm types, where each groups a 
portion of people, can cater a range of needs from different people 
and together can cover the whole population. Besides, K allows 
overlapping of inter-reiationships to be netted once an indlvidua/ 
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腐東的人均能源资 n 贫 £’入均條有常规能源儲量不足 
30,標煤，下到全國人均11量的1./：^0<, 2006年，廣柬能源供 
應量為19616. 0 7萬顺標準煤，比上年增長11 %。其中，本省 
一次能源生產量4160. 37萬順標準煤，從外省淨調入11471. 22 
萬唯標準煤，從國外淨進口 3984. 4 8萬順標準煤，一次能源 
生產量僅占能源供應量的21. 2 % ,能源供應自給率低，對外 
依存度高。2007年我國進口原油已達1.63億順，比上年增長 
1 2 . 4 % , 2007年經廣東口岸進口原油3068. 6萬••頓，比2006年 
增長12. 3 %。由於廣東經濟增長勢頭導致能源需求旺盛，預 
計2008年廣東口岸進口原油將達4000萬顺。 
另外，從2000〜2006年的統計資料看來，廣東能源生產 
總量的年均增長緩慢，預計 2 0 0 7年全年能源生產總量開始逐 
步下降，能源生產總量減少的原因主要是煤炭生產行業的整 




從能源生產總量的構成來看，廣柬省在 2 0 0 6年的原油、電力 
和天然氣的生產量占一次能源生產總量的比重分別為 4 5 . 9 % 
、38. 4 %和1 5 . 7 % ,原油和竜力兩者合計比重髙達8 4 . 3 % , 
是能源生產的主要品種。預計 2 0 0 7年原油、電力和天然氣的 








廣東是一個能源貧乏的省份，说源消费 9 0 %以上依靠：外省• 
\或搀口，是典型的能源輪入 §地區。随著市場經濟體制的 
建立和對外開放的擴大，能源市場的饒•將畲0耀激烈，再 
加上國隙經濟J^：洽存在著大馒不明朗0索，如果.我 f 1不探取 














Current fuel price (USD per MMBtu)^ 
extension of farming in energy potential 
biofuel - fuel from biomass 
[ e n e r g y c r i s i s ] in Guangdong province, energy production is far 
behind energy demand. More than 90% of the energy consumed 
has to be imported. The long-term reliance on the conventional 
energy sources, including coal, natural gas and oil, is no longer 
dependable for its limited quantity, rising price and pollutions. 
Renewable energy is the way out for this predicament. Apart 
from solar and wind power, biofuel is fiercely developed in the 
European countries. It has been proved to be relatively cheap 
and carbon-neutral. 
[biofuel] It refers to any organic materia! which can be burnt 
to produce power in form of solid, liquid or gaseous fuel. It is a 
renewable resources based on carbon cycle. With the precense of 
farming activities, biofuel become possible. It only comes to the 
question of type and scale of biofuel. It can be produced in both 
city or individual scale, determined by the resources and demand. 
Examining the area around Sanshan, the only available collective 
biofuel plant site is located at Zhaoqing 榮慶，which is 80 km 
away from the site. It would become inefficient and polluting for 
that it needs heavy transportation. Apparently, a new plant is not 
possible in the near future. Therefore, a city-scale produce of 
biofuel is not feasible for Sanshan. 
It remains to be the individua卜village scale. Although it is less 
efficient in terms of energy production, the system can be more 
flexible and tailored to fit the diversed urban wastes and farm 
residues regarding to the mixed of land use. 
Commitment 
ature's own Pi 
\遇刊、魏川.2 
Energy & 
Plants I, www.treepower.org, 
Warming by 
[ ind iv idual or v i l lage sca le ] 
Compressed crop residue fuel 
• small production machine 
• power small electricity generator 
• capable only with appliances with specific design 
• lower energy efficiency 
[c i ty sca le ] 
"廣柬燃料乙醇項目” a t綮慶市and堪江市 
• elhanol plants 
• ethanol can mix with gasoline as motor fuels to reduce pollutants 
• ethanol can also powerl electricity generators 
.annual production：榮慶市:20,000 ton；堪江市:30,000 ton 
• fuel resources： cassava, sugar cane 
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Besides being a fertilizer, poultry manure is also 




Boiler, CHR Turbines... 
Electricity (and heat) 
Rapeseed and sunflower seed have high、oil content. 




Many cereal crops high contents 
-Vegetable oil-
Boiler, CHR Turbines... Blended with diesel 
Electricity (and heat) Biod esel 
with their residues suitable for producing 
examples are rice and corn 
Crop residue 
Enzyme hydrolysis Gasification Compressed 
Ethanol Syngas Residue block 
(mixed wit Boiler, CHR Turbines... (combustion) 
Car fuel Electricity (and heat) F r 
types of biofuel 
Biofuei has been widely developed and used in Europe. It can be 
produced from food crop, non-food crop, crop residue or manure. 
Among these, fuels from crop residue and manure are further 
study as both of them recycle useless materials and avoid the 
competition against the food consumption. 
It is studied with three types of biofuel according to different 
resources： crop residue from energy crops like rice and corn； 
vegetable oil from oil plant like rapeseed and sunflower； biogas 
from kitchen wastes and manure. 
[ e n e r g y c r o p r e s i d u e ] The residue could be at a wide 
range depends on the type of electricity generator 
Straw, rice hull, corn stover, and etc. parts other than the useful gasified like 
ones can also become fuel as long as they have high energy 
content. These residues would normally be gasify in turbines/chp 
to produce electricity or turn into sugar to form ethanol. Cakes 
would be produced as bi-product, which can be used as feedstock 
for poultry. 
[ v e g e t a b l e oi l ] Vegetable oil can be extracted from the seeds 
of oil plants simply by crushing either with hand tools or machine. 
Some of the oil plants are flowers, meanwhile, green manure. 
Examples would be rapeseed and sunflower. They have not only 
the appreciation value, but also can enrich the soil and have 
rich oil content. The extracted oil can be mixed with diesel to 
form biodiesel to drive machines or cars or electricity generators. 
[ b i o g a s ] Biogas is produced by anaerobic digestion of organic 
wastes, including kitchen wastes and manure. Biogas production 
has been readily used in rural Ghina for cooking fire. In Denmark, 
however, biogas is upgraded to fuel motor cars which are powered 
by gasoline. The effluent from the digestion process is a rich 
organic fertilizer for the growth of plants. 
the residues of rapeseed and sunflower can also be 
/ crop to produce electricity. 
Rapeseed 
oil yield' 





e l e c t r i c i t y a n d h e a t p r o d u c e d p e r ha： 




165 kg X 10 kWh - 1650 kWh 
1650 kWh / 85 kWh/h : 19.4 I 
25 kWh X 19.4 h - 485 kWh 
44 kWh X 19.4 h • 853.6 kWh 
residue yield'' •= 800 kg/ha 
energy content' = 5 kWh/kg 
e l e c t r i c i t y a n d h e a t p r o d u c e d p e r ha： 
fuel per ha = 800 kg x 5 kWh “ 4000 kWh 
power time = 4000 kWh / 157 kWh/h = 25.5 
electrical output 33 kWh x 25.5 h = 8 4 1 . 5 k W h 
thermal output = 102 kWh x 25.5 h » 2601 kWh 
Sunflower 




e l e c t r i c i t y a n d h e a t p r o d u c e d p e r ha： 
fuel per ha = 105 kg x 10.6 kWh « 1113 kWh 
power time = 1113 kWh / 85 kWh/h • 13.1 h 
electrical output • 25 kWh x 13.1 h = 327.5 kWh 
thermal output - 44 kWh x 13.1 h • 576.4 kWh 
Straw for Energy Production, Centre for Biomass Technology, 1998 
‘ 省 長 有 批 示 S i 省 長 税 自 抓 廣 東 省 ) ( 季 稻 高 盘 剌 建 敢 超 一 喷 _ ’ ,農業部種植哲理司.2008.12.: 
Energy data for selected agricultural by-products, BiofuelsB2B, www.biofuelsb2b.com 
‘ 廣 東 審 辩 貪 玉 米 生 產 播 续 9 展 
Case Study 256. MANAG_ - MODULO architects, 
‘ 中 雙 n 號 油 菜 含 油 董 高 迷 . www.cnhubei.com, 
'Micro-CHP system 
transport 1： Energy 
.22 
farm, Giovanni Riva, 
Commission 
Gm 
‘ 花 ± " 救 f f " 可 行 碼 ? ’ 





e l e c t r i c i t y a n d h e a t p r o d u c e d p e r ha： 




2793 kWh / 157 kWh/h = 17.8 h 
33 kWh X 17.8 h = 587.4 kWh 
102 kWh X 17.8 h = 1815.6 kWh 
bH, enerlyt.com 
Energy, www.folkecenter. 
32 energy capacity I: crop residue fuelled Stirling engine 
[ C a s e s tudy： S t i r l i n g 3 5 f r o m t h e T e c h n i c a l U n i v e r s i t y o f D e n m a r k ' ] 
electrical output - 33 kWh 
electrical yield - 21% 
thermal output » 102 kWh 
thermal yield • 65% 
fuel input = 1 5 7 kWh/h 
energy capacity II: vegetable oil fuelled chp 























[ c a l c u l a t i o n o n d i f f e r e n t r e s i d u e r e s o u r c e s ] [ c a l c u l a t i o n o n d i f f e r e n t o i l r e s o u r c e s ] 
f 
energy capacity III: biogas fuelled motor 
[ R e p o r t s t u d y： B i o g a s s a n i t a t i o n s y s t e m s 】 ] 
• 1 m^ biogas 
3 3 
m^ biogas 
0 , emission per 
= 0 . 7 5 m^ natural gas 
= 1 L gasoline 
“ 2 0 km mileage 
petrol^« 2.3 kg 
2 E 
[ c a l c u l a t i o n o n d i f f e r e n t b i o g a s r e s o u r c e s ] 
Kitchen wastes 
m i l e a g e p o w e r e d p e r c a p : ‘ 
daily waste per cap^ = 0.1 kg 
biogas per Ikg waste = 0 . 1 m^ 
daily biogas per cap “ 0.01 m^ 
mileage from daily biogas per cap » 0 . 2 k m 
CO reduction per cap = 0.023 kg 
Human excretion 
m i l e a g e p o w e r e d p e r c a p： 
daily waste per cap* « 0.21 kg 
biogas per 1kg waste - 0.06 m^ 
daily biogas per cap - 0 .0126 m^ 
mileage from daily biogas per cap - 0.252 km 
CO, reduction per cap ” 0 .029 kg 
& Ina Sanitation System, Heinz-Pete 
Agriculto丨 Engineering 
'What is a carbon footprint _ definition, www.limeforchange.org 
‘ 深 圳 市 府 餘 拉 圾 現 狱 辦 查 及 慮 理 對 策 ’ ,www.cn-hw.net 
- 中 國 宏 跃 資 料 採 播 分 析 系 統 ’ , n u m b e r . c n k i . n e t 




appreciation education food source 
appreciation education bio-habitat fish pond 
non-domestic Q 
extension of farming in water potentia 
water recycling 
Besides the biofuel utilization, farming has been readily applied 
for the filtration of surface run-off. The dissolvants in the water in 
turns become nutrients to nourish the vegetation. With appropriate 
combination of retention pond and living machine, domestic grey 
and black water, and industrial waste water can be also be 
purified and used in irrigation. The retention pond and living 
machine can also be planted with vegetation with appreciation 
value or consumption value as a secondary use. Apart from water 
purification, the retention pond and the living machine can serve 
other bi—functions, including education, leisure, research, food 
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emphasizing the interactions between components, and having 
the mufti-biological components as its central part, thus creating 
a complex biologica卜socia卜economic system. The final goal of 
management is to seek the integrated effects of the whole system, 
not the effects of its individual components." 
Chinese farmers have a long wisdom in applying IFS. It has been 
effective in recycling waste of a crop to become fertilizer of the 
other. The system is not confined to plants, but also includes 
poultry and fish. A diversed species is necessary for such system 
to be effective. Examples of combinations include fish-livestock, 
fruit tree-fish, rice-liveslock-fish. 
‘ L i Wenhua <2001) Agro-ecological farming systems in China, , New York ： 
Parthenon Pub. 
arming practice 
farming in south china 
Sanshan has a hot and humid climate with plenty of rainfall. 
Its climate is suitable for many tropical crops. The climate is 
favourable for a diverse vegetation and multiple annual yield. 
[ r o t a t i o n a l c r o p p i n g ] Different crops have different growing 
period. Some perishable crops, like vegetables and flowers, have 
relatively short growing period of around 3 to 4 months. It 
allows multiple cropping in the annual harvest. Normally, different 
crops are planted in rotation to prevent over-depletion of certain 
kind of mineral in the soil. There are a lot of combinations. An 
example of commonly practiced rotational cropping in south China 
is vegetable-rice-vegetable. 
[ i n t e g r a t e d f a r m i n g s y s t e m ] VFS is system-oriented 
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CM case study: cases of urban farms 
Choi Yuen Village, HK: fragility of a farm village isolated in urban context 
Recently, the incident of Guangzhou-Shenzhen- Hong Kong 
Express Rail Link and Choi Yuen Village has uncovered this 
little farming village in the New Territories to be in risk of being 
demolished to give way to the construction of the train repairing 
station. Despite the fact that some residents have been residing 
there for generations, they cannot escape from the fate of being 
relocated. Some of these residents are elderly who have been 
farming for their living, while the others farm for their retirement 
lifes. An old lady in an interview complaint that even if she goes 
to the urban park, she knows nothing about the trees there. She 
knows only those grown in her garden. This kind of culture and 
connection of a farmer to the nature is not that easily attainable. 
Although the village has been fighting for keeping their current 
livelihood, it just seems to be hitting the stone with an egg. Since 
the farmers are working as small individuals, it lacks of a strong 
link and dependency from the urban. Therefore, it has been fragile 
towards the say of urban development. 
[ p r o b l e m s ] 
• lack of urban-rural integration 
• no support from nearby towns 
• no dependency is built from urban 
• farmers are marketing in individual scale 
• farmers are mainlyl elderly, knowledging only conventional skills 
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Letchworth Garden City, UK: 
/ 
a mix of urbanite and vil^ges in a ruraHi 
Letchworth is the first garden city implemented with the Garden 
City vision of Sir Ebenezer Howard. It has tried to house both the 
working class and the middle class together to create a harmonized 
society near London, soaking in a picturesque environment. 
The Garden City concept has always seemed to be Utopian. It is 
an idea of a self-sustaining city with greenery and gardens as its 
center. It has introduced farms to be the green belt surrounding 
the city. At the fringe of the city is located with all sorts of 
industry and business as a working zone for the residents in the 
inner enclosure. 
Letchworth has followed rather strict of the idea. It has implemented 
housing ranging from cottage type, to co-op housing, to individual 
house. With a generous greenery being introduced, it turns out 
to be a beautiful垂nd comfortable city 
insufficiency in Srastructure and the 
facilities. ^ 
[ p r o b l e m ] 
• lack of connection between the divided 
• the planning is 'over-suburb* lhai the facilities cannot 
the urbanite lifestyle 
• the civic center is out of scale for the formation of community 
• insufficient shops 
• the site is too far away to attract industry for the local working 
population 
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Village Homes, CA: highly implementated agriculture to residential community 
Village Homes in Davis is a newly built residential area housing 
with a mixed of social classes. It has applied the Garden City 
concept, but made it practical with the manipulation of the eco-
recyding system and careful design for the breeding of communal 
relationship. 
It intends to create a diverse population with the inclusion of 
apartments, and homes ranging from 600 sq foot common-wall 
homes to 2800 sq foot detached dwellings.^ It aims to ensure 16 
percent of their homes remained for the low-income. Regarding to 
this, construction jobs are offered to these families and for those 
newly immigrated. 
Cars are not prohibited but discouraged. Paths 
Quickest way to travel through the neighbourhood. 
the 
Green areas and agricultural lands are used as a communal 
ground. For every eight neighbourhood, there is a common land 
cuKivated by their collective effort, in addition to their own gardens. 
A shared farmland is also reserved as a common property of 
the village that residents can pick up fruits at their freedom. It 
has been surveyed thai the residents have known much more 
neighbourhood in the here than other conventional villages. 
[mu l t ip le use of f a rm land ] 
• partial as common property for incidental harvest and village 
subsidy 
• 1 plot per ei/e/y 8 neighbourhood is allocated as shared farm 
• cycling lane becomes, the main road, running through the 
neighbourhood yard 
• surface run-off filtration 
Judy and Michael Corbetl (2000), Designing 
learning from Village Homes, Washington, D.C. 
communities 
Davis village home 






avg unit floor area 
plot coverage 
plot ratio 
avg private green area 
area distribution 
semi-detached house, bike greenway 
= 3 2 dw / ha 
= 1 2 8 cap / ha 
= 1 4 0 - 2 1 0 sqm I 28% 
• 0.4 
= 3 3 6 sqm / unit 
17| 10| 
Garden city - scheme 2 
[ Z 〕 
n 
semi-detached house with shared courtyard 
= 3 8 dw / ha 
= 3 0 4 cap / ha 
= 3 8 sqm 
0.5 
130 sqm / unit 
15 
density study: residence with gardens 
Bedzed 
terraced house + work space 
= 4 8 d w / h a 
= 2 3 5 cap / ha 
=• 65-135 sqm 
= 7 8 - 8 4 % 
- 1 . 8 
- 7 - 1 6 sqm / unit 
I ？ H B ^ 3 l | 5 | • 34.5 I 
Garden city - scheme 
[ Z 
f t l l f f f f f f f f l f f t t l ffffffffPfffflfffl 
u m L y m y j i p a a m 
111M 1 M I n 1111111「] n n T T I T n 丨 1111 • 
m s m m m s a ymmmi 
n r r r n T r r n T T n T i • 
semi-detached house 
= 8 5 dw/ ha 
= 3 4 0 cap / ha 
= 4 0 sqm 
= 5 4 % 
» 1.1 




= 1 0 0 d w / h a 
= 4 0 0 cap / ha 
= 8 0 - 1 5 0 sqm 
- 1 0 0 % 
- 4 
• 100 sqm / unit 
Required density in site 
hign density apartment 
= 1 3 8 d w / h a 
= 5 5 0 cap / ha 
• 80 sqm 
32.5 37.5 
100 
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the livelihood there.. 
5 〜 
.()site design site criteria . retaining the local farming entities . layout strategy . optimizing 
building with farming 
i loih>n-guangzho» thfuonghlfatnc 
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farmierland site .. 




to trxin elation 1 Factory lot replacement 
2 . Accessible by spinoff agricultural activity 
0 . Typical Chinese village layout 
\ 
site criteria 
factory lots are leased at 
whole village is bounded 
the 
by 
In typical Chinese village layout, 
fringe of the village, while the 
farmlands. In Sanshan, these factories will be demolished while 
the farmlands will be built with high rises. These lots become 
the interface between the village and the urban. The farmerland 
is intended being able to take up these lots in a way similar to 
modular design. The factory lots are of similar conditions which 
allow the farmerland to replace the grey by the green easily. farmland and factory io Sanshan 
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ormal: wet market oritialrVend orfnal: commercial farm iformal: balcony farm 
retaining the local farming entities 
lot of local farming activities, 
These enriches (he village 
The site itself is satuated with 
both the forma! and the informal 
in itself and gives it character. The formal ones are the extensive 
farmland for the subsistence of the farmers. On the other hand, 
the informal ones can be found anywhere around the area, on 
the balcony, in the courtyard, in the kindergarten, or even at 
the corner of the path. Whether the purpose is for self-interest 
or money, they have shorn their own initiative to grow things 
themselves. Farming has become their habit and even become 
part of their fife. Their farming technique and knowledge are 
acquired by time and experience which worth to be maintain and 
are the key elements to be shared with the new urbanites in 
understanding the value to live with the nature. 
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L I V I N G  G R E E N  
ENJOYING GREEN 
ayout strategy 
living green + enjoying green 
To promote low carbon living, both the physical and psychological aspects should also be subsumed within the planning. 
[ l iv ing g reen ] Living green gives direct and immediate effect 
on the materials both going to (waste and pollutants) and from 
(raw materials exhausting) the earth. It is not avoidable as for 
the expenses to sustain living, yet, little deviation to the positive 
or negative side could make a big difference for long term and 
population accumulations. Therefore, living green is the basic 
for living, yet most critical to environmental impacts. It could be 
achieved from two aspects in the most basic form of human body 
needs： consumption and discharge. 
[ e n j o y i n g g r e e n ] Enjoying gre( 
to be achieved after living greei 
enjoyment from bathing in the i 
environment, the green view, and 
can be regarded as the layer 
It refers to the psychological 
？en, the green air, the green 
c. With pleasure being attained, 
connections and ties can be easily built up. The relationship can 
be further excavated upon the provision of different means in 
enjoying green： by means of social, knowledge and heaKh, and 
eventually to the destination of a harmonized community. 
^
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.IVING GREEN aspects 
FOOD production and exchange system 
With a full production line supporting farming, 
the community can have a shared property 
to be managed hand in hand. Communal 
relationship can be intensified apart from 
gaining revenue and food. 
WATER reclamation 
With suitable implementation of water 
recycling system, (in this case the living 
machine and hydroponics), the innutritious 
grey water, after human consumption and 
discharge, becomes nutritious. Water is then 
recycled after irrigation. 
water recycling by living machine and hydroponics 
«nti brplanU-！ 
precipitation human consumption living machine village fish pond hydroponics 
crop residue from village farmland 
local crop residue 
3 residue flredchp 
city fallen wood and c r o ^ ^ d u e from spinoff farmland 
55 
biomass ENERGY 
Many crop residue fired chp can burn a 
variety of similar crops. This supports the 
diversity of crops of a farmland. Apart from 
crop residue, wood pallets is also a good 
fuel. City fallen woods can be transported 
here to support the mass consumption. 




The biogas plant can recycle the discharge 
from the residential blocks on the site. The 
biogas is stored and upgraded to become 
car fuel to power both co-car and the other 
vehicles. 
biogas car fuel product ion f r o m biodischarge 
A 
energy crop residue crop residue fired chp electricity & heal human consumption human discharge biogas plant 
56 
ENIOYING GREEN aspects _. 
interface between urban and village 
The site is divided into two parts in response to both the 
urban and village context, forming a farm park and a farm 
village. The middle becomes the land of interchange for the 
hybrid of people and farm products. 
low carbon supportive programme layout 
The biogas tanks are integrated as part of the landcape in the 
farm park. The site is distributed with social, knowledge and 
health programme in addition to the live green facilities. Social 
part includes the exchange forum which extends to a free 
exchange plaza. Another key is the learning programme to 
be launched. Apart from the learning center, each residential 
block has learning station in support to the on-site teaching 
programme on the farm it stands. 
( Vl \ol\ , l l;l !lt \lr\ 111'! ' r---
ISYA</n·unulr:::ro lncorporatlng learning activity to residential area - -L_jl_jl llll__ 
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energy cropping and activity calender 
Learning activites and leisure farming can also be launched 
with respect to the seasoning of the energy crops in the 
common farmland, especially during sowing and harvesting. 
Rotational and inter-cropping is carried out to gives better 
yielding. This also results in 
on the 丨and at one lime and 
sowing and harvesting. 
diverse variety of crops 
lore frequent intervals of 
the cooling of summer wind to the inner 
Vegetation and water coverage can lower the surface 
temperature and cool the wind blowing pass. With the optimal 
spacing and arrangement of residential blocks and trees, the 
south-east summer wind can be cooled for the benefits of 









sizing of block 
DD 






the yellow patches are 
rearranged to one side for 
more efficient layout of 
gardening 
The nor th and south 
wings do not rcccj'vc 
enough Sim hours 
• 邓 
sun hour performance 3. 
change in orientation 
shiftting block positions 
Both arc clTcclivc in 
improving the clcl'cclions 
Basic comple 
the north facade should be 
k叩 t minimum and as the 
junction of two clusters 
the north and south 
defections become 
apparent again 
The nunibcr of duster for 
one coniplcx should be 
kept: m i n i m u m 
4, 
Effect on the ground 
B H H H m t 
I 
I m l j l l l l l l l l l m l l
 2 M W M ^ M W M M
 3 
According to the .sun hour 
map, farmland and non-
arable land can he anangccl 
t'frc'ctivt'ly 
5 i 
Transform to optimize. 






the distribution of 
yellow patches 
the structural stability 
of inclined form 
the footprint and 
orientation 
% 
TIk: last proi i lo gives l.ho most 
ofOcient performance on sun hour 










the parameter: minimum 6 sun hour 
Arable gardens are extended into buildings for the residents to 
enjoy a total green life. The conventional balcony is not providing 
sufficient conditions for the growth of food crops, either in area or 
sun hour received. Ecotect stimulation is applied to study for an 
optimum arrangment of the residential blocks. 
and layout 
gardens to be 
achieve the most efficient performance of 
implemented into buildings. 
As for home garden food crops, mainly vegetables, the minimum 
average daily sun hour needed is 6 hours. The study is started 
with a 8mx8m courtyard unit, which contains four sides at onece 
for testing. The unit is started with alternate garden levels, which 
are to be tested. Using this parameter, different dimensional 
relationships, like size, height and relative position are tested. 
Performance is also studied in form of cluster and the shading 
effect on the ground. Through a series of trials and errors, the 
final result has gone through optimizations on structure, coverage 
g
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health and herbal center 
monitor station 
living machine and wetland 
organic shops and beverage 
communily kitchen 






4.0 building design 
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the sun hour parameter: hydroponics greenhouse 
The previous section of Ecotect testing and optimization has 
suggested how sun hour can affect the layout in the scale of 
site design. This section aims to extend the stimulation testing 
onto building design on the aspects of massing and residential 
unit layout. 
It has been found that by cutting and shifting the building mass, 
an extra wall facing the south becomes arable in terms of 
sun hour received. With the implementation of a vertical green 
house running the hydroponics farming, it even gives an extra 
arable facade facing west or east. Hydroponics technology allows 
vegetables to be grown in tubes nutrixxx by water. These tubes 
can be piled in vertical such that the wall becomes alive and has 
regular sowing-growing一harvesting, unlike the other green walls 
with only permanent plantation. 
This vertical vegetation can serve as cooperate property of the 
residents, that they would maintain the operation hand in hand 
and give rise to communal unity at the same time. The greenhouse 
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the sun hour parameter: the unit garden 
By reading the Ecotecl simulation as the residential unit layout, 
the yellow patches (at least 6 sun hour) are the garden while 
the red and the blue patches can be placed with either water pool 
(which do not need sunshine) or room spaces. Following to this 
principle, each resident is provided with a minimum arable garden 
space of 8sqm which is enough to serve the annual vegetable 
consumption of the resident. 
It is designed with three units of different sizes： 1-bedroom unit, 
2-bedroom unit and 3-bedroom unit in the proportion of 1:2:1, 
referencing the family size distribution of Guangzhou.，The average 







1 • Green route - sequence of gardens 
It is intended to spread the green 
from the common farmland on the 
ground into the building. Since 
there are three modular garden 
sizes, they allow variety with 
different combinations. Residents 
can enjoy an interesting green 
route in their building as if going 
through a sequence of gardens 
with different settings. 
_ 》 ： 严 s 、 
2 . Even blending of different family size 
Keeping the ratio of 1:2:1, 
different family sizes should be 
blended evenly in each floor such 
that the neighbourhood is most 
probably composed of a mixing 
age as for the benefit of a mixed 
community. 
c o m p o s i t i o n
 s t r a t e g y 
t h e
 g r e e n
 f a c t o r 
3 • Mix of common and private green 
Private gardens are placed next 
to each other in a way that is 
visually connected. It becomes 
flexible for the neighbours to 
construct their gardens, whether 
considered as one or separated. 
This increases the chances of 
neighbourhood collaboration. Each 
floor also has a common garden 
for neighbourhood gathering, 
farming and compositing. 








This is the study model of 
circulation inside the building. The 
green house serve as the main 
vertical circulation, which branches 
out into the units and gardens 
2 . Residents' programme 
Special programmes are 
implemented in response to the 
gardening need of the individuals. 
Crop collection center gathers the 
crops from the units and deliver 
sale in the exchange forum, while 
the communal garden reserves 
or communal effort to 
communst carden 
• activity 
3 . Visitors' and farmers，programme 
Facilities like tea house and tool 
static门 are specially equipped for 
the fanners who work on the 
common farmland. Occasional 
visitors can also rent the holiday 
house to experience the farm life. 
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the low carbon index 
f r om c o m m o n farmland = 38800 s q m 
75 
energy crop rice 養 
i 1 corn H wheat 1/ u sorghum 
\ 
rapeseed 1 sunflower ^ ^ 
annua丨 growth area (ha) 0.97 1.94 0.97 1.94 1.94 1.94 
energy per ha (kwh) 2648 2512 3234 2803 2871 2337 
annual energy (kwh) 2569 4873 :3137 5438 5570 4534 
annual crop energy = 26121 kwh = 25 tOH CarbOfl SBVed 
f r o m each residential b lock (nos of residents = 92 cap) 
low carbon feature solar PV panel living machine biogas 
area 185 sqm 65 sqm -
annual capacity 25 cap annual usage 122 cap daily usage 738 km mileage 
usage coverage percentage 27% 132% -
annual carbon saved 20 ton - 85kg 
I j 
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section BB' (scale 1:200) 
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80 
current. •. extension of arable area in building 
in the farmerland... extension of arable area forms an indoor communal garden 
82 
current... separated courtyard farming 
in the farmerland... garden as a communal ground 

in the farmerland... green material 
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Taking farming as an instrument, an alternate lifestyle is composed through living green and enjoying green. By coordinating 
farming into many aspects of living, a low carbon and socially cohesive culture is brewed upon the local livelihood to 
establish a sustainable means of urbanization beyond the accustomed ones. 
That is, the FARMERLAND - the land to farm; the land for farmers. 
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